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Blue Mountains UFO Research Club News. 
PLEASE NO SMOKING ON THE PREMISES. 
ALSO, NO LARGE BAGS IN THE CINEMA OR THE HOUSE.  
PLEASE NOTE. Please contact us prior to bringing along any new friends interested in 
UFOlogy and the mysteries generally.  

Don’t forget our meetings are usually held on the third Saturday of each month. 
Contact Information: Phone: 02 4782 3441, Email: randhgilroy44@bigpond.com [or 
catch our website on rexgilroy.com or mysteriousaustralia.com]. Also see us at ‘Rex and 

Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club’ on Facebook. 
 

FOR OUR MEETING ON SATURDAY 21ST APRIL, 2018 at the home of Rex & Heather 

Gilroy, 12 Kamillaroi Road, [Corner Ficus Street & Kamillaroi Road – enter via a the Ficus Street entrance] – 

anyone coming for the first time, use the Ficus Street entrance   - there is plenty of parking in Ficus Street. 

Our side gate will have our Club sign so you can’t miss us.   

PROGRAM for 21st. 

Weather permitting there will be a ‘round table’ discussion in the back yard, followed by a UFO 

Documentary presentation in the Rex Cinema. We also have newly-acquired documentaries on the 

‘ancient astronaut’ theory covering a wide range of subjects for future meetings. 

At this meeting we welcome new members to our group.  

A report on extensions of the Burragorang Valley space-base will be given with latest UFO sightings 

reports and we invite anyone with a UFO experience of their own is welcome to share it with us as 

we are all interested to hear. 

Weather permitting, a Skywatch will be held out on Narrow Neck Plateau. 

As the nights are beginning to get cool don’t forget your winter woollies. Bring your camera, 

binoculars or telescope.  We always have a great time even if a UFO doesn’t show up! 
 

PLEASE NOTE. Anyone with any personal experiences involving UFOs or the ‘unexplained’ and 

willing to share them with us all are invited to do so. 

Bring a plate of food to share for afternoon tea. 
Look forward to seeing you all, and if you have friends to bring please phone us beforehand. 
If you have a suggestion for a guest speaker please let us know.   

To assist with the costs involved in producing the  

newsletters a donation of at least a $2 gold coin is requested. 

Catch us on facebook – “Rex and Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club”, and “Rex and 

Heather Gilroys Mysterious Australia”. 

~~~~~ 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:randhgilroy44@bigpond.com
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        SOME UFO REPORTS GLEANED  
FROM THE INTERNET 

NB. These reports are presented for your perusal, information and enjoyment 

and whilst all care is taken with their presentation no responsibility for their 

authenticity is taken by the editor. Please exercise your own judgement. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN UFO BELIEVER 

 

 

President Ronald Reagan and personally sighted a UFO when Governor of California and closely 

followed UFO reports. He stated in his famous speech at the UN General Assembly in September 

1987 the following: Significantly 

“In our obsession with antagonisms of the moment, we often forget how much unites all the 

members of humanity. Perhaps we need some outside, universal threat to make us recognize this 

common bond. 

I occasionally think how quickly our differences worldwide would vanish if we were facing an alien 

threat from outside of this world. And yet I ask – is not an alien force already among us? 

Reagan’s last question reveals that he did not believe that an alien invasion scenario was something 

that lay ahead in future decades. 

Aliens would interfere with nuclear weapons not because they are dangerous to life here or 

elsewhere, but because nuclear weapons are a threat to what the aliens wish to collect from Earth. 

It has been well documented that for 60 years or more, UFOs have been monitoring nuclear weapons 

facilities, and in some situations have actively interfered with nuclear weapons. Many UFO 

researchers have interpreted this as a sign that extraterrestrials were trying to warn humanity of the 

global threat posed by nuclear weapons. There is also reports of aliens attempting to clean up 

harmful radiation and even preventing explosions. Indeed, numerous individuals claiming to have 

been contacted of abducted by extraterrestrials since the 1940s have made a similar point. 

Keep in mind that many of the greatest civilizations in human history have been formed, basically, to 

counter a common enemy. When you look at the great world powers of the globe today, you find a 

lot of them formed because of the fear of a common enemy. 

It was a contingency humanity had to grapple with in the immediate moment – an extraterrestrial 

presence was already among us. Global unity was an imperative to deal with all the implications of 
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such a presence! It appears that Reagan was secretly briefed about extraterrestrial life, and some of 

the threats this posed to humanity. It appears he was really warning the world about classified alien 

secrets withheld from the global public and launched the most expensive defense program to protect 

humankind? The Ballistic Missile Defense (Star Wars) can be effectively used against UFOs. 

A false flag alien invasion scenario was first revealed by Dr. Werner Von Braun a founder of the US 

Apollo Space Program, to Carol Rosin shortly before the former’s death in 1977. What, however, 

would be the case if Reagan’s warning was authentic, and extraterrestrials are already here? I know 

there is much closer cooperation between nations when chasing and confronting UFOs. The news 

media doesn’t seem to have any reliable inside information concerning this entire field of research. 

ARE WE SUPPOSED TO BE SEEING THESE THINGS? 

 

 
What is John Lenard Walson videotaping with his proprietary telescope video cam technique? Are 

these just satellites or ET spacecraft Or, are we seeing large and very sophisticated spacecraft for the 

first time that we AREN’T supposed to see? Walson received the following comment about one of 

the videos: 

“Hello again. And, again, my congratulations on your superb astrophotography. MIT Lincoln 

Laboratory is the group which has built some of the things you are seeing. Much of what they do is 

what used to be the Star Wars project, which no doubt involves some of your objects.” They 

examined crashed UFOs held at Wright Patterson AFB and likely back engineered these craft. 

The military personnel who are encountering these phenomena tell remarkable stories. In one 

example, over the course of two weeks in November 2004, the USS Princeton, a guided-missile 

cruiser operating advanced naval radar, repeatedly detected unidentified aircraft operating in and 

around the Nimitz carrier battle group, which it was guarding off the coast of San Diego. In some 

cases, according to incident reports and interviews with military personnel, these vehicles descended 

from altitudes higher than 60,000 feet at supersonic speeds, only to suddenly stop and hover as low 

as 50 feet above the ocean. The United States possesses nothing capable of such feats. 

On at least two occasions, F-18 fighters were guided to intercept these vehicles and were able to 

verify their location, appearance and performance. Notably, these encounters occurred in broad 

daylight and were independently monitored by radars aboard multiple ships and aircraft. 

 
According to naval aviators I have spoken with at length, the vehicles were roughly 45 feet long and 

white. Yet these mysterious aircraft easily sped away from and outmaneuvered America’s front-line 

fighters without a discernible means of propulsion. 

 

 

 

 

https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=328&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cud2FzaGluZ3RvbnBvc3QuY29tL25ld3MvY2hlY2twb2ludC93cC8yMDE3LzEyLzE4L2Zvcm1lci1uYXZ5LXBpbG90LWRlc2NyaWJlcy1lbmNvdW50ZXItd2l0aC11Zm8tc3R1ZGllZC1ieS1zZWNyZXQtcGVudGFnb24tcHJvZ3JhbS8%2FdXRtX3Rlcm09LjE0NzlhZTc1M2YzNw&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=328&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubnl0aW1lcy5jb20vMjAxNy8xMi8xNi91cy9wb2xpdGljcy91bmlkZW50aWZpZWQtZmx5aW5nLW9iamVjdC1uYXZ5Lmh0bWw&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=328&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly9jb2kudG90aGVzdGFyc2FjYWRlbXkuY29tLzIwMDQtdXNzLW5pbWl0ei1waWxvdC1pbnRlcnZpZXc&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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CHINESE SPACE STATION TIANGONG-1 IS FALLING 

 
Tiangong-1 is now forecast to re-enter Earth’s atmosphere on April 1 at 12:15 p.m. EDT (1615 

GMT), give or take 9 hours, according to the Aerospace Corp. 

The falling Chinese space station Tiangong-1 is tumbling in orbit and may crash back to Earth early 

Easter Sunday (April 1), experts say. Thanks to https://www.space.com 

China and Russia Are Developing Space Technology Rapidly 

In 2007, China was able to shoot down a satellite from space. After carefully analyzing U.S. 

operations in the Persian Gulf, Kosovo and Afghanistan, they believe they have uncovered a 

significant weakness. The advanced military might of the U.S. is inordinately dependent on a 

complex network of space-based command, control, communications, and computer-driven 

intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities that enables American forces to detect 

different kinds of targets and exchange militarily relevant information and destroy the targets. This 

network is key to the success of American combat operations. 

These assets, however, are soft and defenseless unless the Star Wars craft are in fact operational; 

while they bestow on the American military definite asymmetric advantages, they are also the source 

of deep vulnerability. Consequently, Chinese strategists concluded that any effort to defeat the U.S. 

should aim not at its fundamental strength — its capacity to deliver overwhelming conventional 

firepower precisely from long distances — but rather at its Achilles’ heel, namely, its satellites and 

their related ground installations. To confuse matters a steady stream of reports claim we are at war 

with Reptoid Extra-Terrestrials. 

 
Consistent with these calculations, China and Russia have pursued, for over a decade now, a variety 

of space warfare programs, which include direct attack and directed-energy weapons, electronic 

attack, and computer-network and ground-attack systems. These efforts are aimed at giving China 

and Russia the capacity to attack U.S. space systems comprehensively because these , calculations 

represent the best way of “leveling the playing field” in the event of a future conflict. On January 8, 

2018 – A U.S. spy satellite that was launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida, aboard a SpaceX rocket 

on Sunday failed to reach orbit and is assumed to be a total loss. Several US rocket launches have 

mysteriously exploded with UFOs in the vicinity. A space war may be occurring at this time 

according to William Tomkins. The Space Shuttle Columbia exploded after encountering a UFO. 

The Columbia disaster directly led to the retirement of the shuttle fleet in 2011. NASA has no 

spaceship to send astronauts to and from the International Space Station, but Russia does — and 

charges roughly $81 million per person to ride a Soyuz to the ISS and back again. 

 

 

 

 

https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=328&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuc3BhY2UuY29t&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL HEALING 

 
  

E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial was a landmark 1982 movie E.T shown on this poster could heal with a 

touch of his finger. Another benefit of being part of the empathic group is that E.T. may heal injured 

members at a much greater distance, without having to touch them. 

ET and angels who are visitors from other planets are known to heal people. There are thousands of 

stories where people have prayed for healing and have healed. Similar stories are told of 

telepathically asking for healing and being healed. Alice was on her deathbed as a child, and the 

Doctor visited her and told her parents she would be dead by morning. They prayed and asked for 

help. The next morning her parents entered her bedroom expecting the worst, but Alice was sitting 

up in bed asking for breakfast. She told them the angel came and healed her. Now she is older she 

feels it was ET. Maybe she was right both times. 

Many abductees report fibromyalgia and other ailments after being on board craft usually flown by 

grays. 

 
John Thompson who works in Security and is six feet five inches tall with an excellent physique 

called me to tell me he had been abducted the previous night. I visited his home where a 25 foot 

circle was cut into his back lawn showing a depression filled with stones. Tree limbs were broken 

from the tree above the circle. He was asleep when something woke him up and he looked out the 

window and saw a 25 foot disc. He stated a couple four foot aliens walked down the ramp of a disc 

and walked up to the bedroom window. Then they simply walked through the wall and window into 

John’s bedroom. They grabbed John and took him and kind of floated to the craft. They laid him 

down and undressed him and held a pen like object and then cut him across his chest from arm pit to 

arm pit. 

After about an hour with some bleeding and pain, they took the pen and reversed the cutting action 

and closed the wound. They seemed to be searching for something under his skin near his heart and 

lungs. Later, I called a couple flight surgeons that came and examined John. They verified he had a 

two foot long scar about a month old and stated, “They had never seen a horizontal wound like that 

since there was no reason to cut a person like that. We speculated they may have done something to 

heal his heart. In succeeding weeks ETs frequently showed up in his home. He was willing to go on 

my TV Show “Investigations UFO” for several months to tell about his encounters. His wife became 

so upset by the alien visits she decided to divorce him. 
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A sixty year old Atlantic City lady was abducted with her daughter while driving on the 

Pennsylvania Turnpike near Pittsburg. Driving along the Pennsylvania Turnpike their car and the car 

following behind with the daughter’s husband and two children were picked up by a large alien ship. 

The cars were brought into a garage area with a dozen other cars. They were brought into a large 

room with human bodies standing upright in large glass containers. They were examined in detail on 

beds in a room with many other abductees. The grandmother was brought into the room with the 

bodies housed in round glass two and half feet in diameter. She was shown an attractive blonde 

twenty year old woman and asked if she would like to become that person. Her soul would be 

transferred but she would not remember her present life. She declined which made her captors upset. 

Later, their cars were let down on the Walt Whitman Bridge that crosses the Delaware River into 

New Jersey. They still had their Turnpike ticket and saved $15 in tolls and the gas tanks were full 

despite flying 300 miles between Pittsburg and Philadelphia in only two hours.. Both cars had what 

appeared to be small hand prints on the bodies but were not damaged. 

Ongoing extraterrestrial activity is taking place in Israel since 1995. Alien medical teams from other 

realms or dimensions cure humans at Healers-Mediums alternative medicine clinics. Patients feel 

strange sensations during the treatments (itching, heat or cold, increase or decrease in gravity 

sensations and many more) and some even see and communicate with the Aliens medical teams. 

 
The number of clinics has increased steadily and presently there are 50 clinics in Israel and 464 in 

the USA, (according to the Aliens). Alien alternative medicine clinics also exist in other countries 

(England, Denmark, Australia). ET medical activity helps to raise public awareness and increase 

acceptance of Alien existence. 

Organized ET medical collaboration with Healers and Mediums is a leap forward in Alien-Human 

contact and collaboration beyond just UFO sighting, random contacts, encounters, abductions, or 

crash events as happened in Roswell. The Aliens treat humans in alternative medicine clinics only 

after the patients give their full consent. No abductions take place. In addition to the Alien medical 

activity, they willingly collaborate and answer questions on different issues including: information 

about Aliens and their activity on Earth, general science, astrophysics, and even Earth actuality 

events. 

“Dear friend, I pray that you may enjoy good health and that all may go well with you, even as your 

soul is getting along well.” ~ 3 John 1:2 

• “And my God will meet all your needs according to his riches of his glory in Christ Jesus.” ~ 

Philippians 4:19 

I was recently in the hospital when my primary artery was drilled through and I bled internally. I was 

black from my chest to my knees. I was brought very low and the Doctors didn’t think I would make 

it. Fortunately my wife, my church, hundreds of my friends, people on Facebook prayed for me. The 

bleeding was stopped with a stent and I’m alive and stronger than ever, but I believe the Lord saved 

me again! Don’t under estimate the power of prayer. 

For he will command his angels concerning you to guard you in all your ways. Palm 91 

https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=328&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5iaWJsZXN0dWR5dG9vbHMuY29tL3NlYXJjaC8%2FdD1uaXYmYW1wO3E9M2pvKzE6Mg&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=328&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5iaWJsZXN0dWR5dG9vbHMuY29tL3NlYXJjaC8%2FdD1uaXYmYW1wO3E9cGhwKzQ6MTk&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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SPACE-BASED WEAPONS 

 
The Pentagon first tested the concept in the late 1980s as part of a program called the Neutral Particle 

Beam, or NPB. According to a 1990 write up that military scientists sent to lawmakers, explored the 

possibility of particle beam weapons killing ICBMs and reentry vehicles. They could destroy the 

missiles in the boost, post-boost, and mid-course portion of an ICBM trajectory as well as 

discriminated objects during the midcourse phase” — meaning a defensive system that could knock 

out missiles as they were leaving the launch pad or flying in space toward their target. 

UNDERWATER USO’S 
I have personally seen a UFO surface in our lake on October 1, 1980 at 2 AM, The object was silver 

with multiple colored lights around its outer rim. The craft was 25 feet in a diameter and has it rose 

the water poured off the craft. The first UFO book I read was one written by Ivan Sanderson that 

contained numerous reports of UFOs emerging and submerging into the ocean. We also had 

sightings a few years ago off the Palos Verdes Peninsula South of Los Angeles where UFOs were 

seen traveling under water. “What secrets lurk in ocean depths? Are there alien forms of intelligent 

life that occupy the vast volumes of water that constitute our oceans, seas, and lakes? The largest of 

our oceans, the Pacific, covers 64,000,000 square miles and reaches a depth of 36,198 feet, a depth 

that no ray of sunlight ever reaches. Could these depths hide alien submarine bases? 

 
UFOs and Water: Physical Effects of UFOs on Water Through Accounts by Eyewitnesses 

Carl Feindt has written an excellent book about UFOs and Water. 

Underwater UFOs have been sighted on many occasions lifting out of their submerged depths and 

taking to the air. In an article entitled “UFOs – at 450 Fathoms,” UFO Reporter Ed Hyde told of the 

sighting made by Dr. R. J. Villela, a Brazilian scientist, who saw a UFO smash through an estimated 

40 feet of ice at the South Pole and soar into the sky at amazing speed. 

It was author and researcher Dr. Ivan T. Sanderson who suggested that aliens could remain 

undetected by building their bases beneath the world’s oceans. Dr. Sanderson found that by actual 

count, over 50 percent of the UFO sightings had occurred plunging into or coming out of water. This 

includes oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, and reservoirs. Of the oceanic UFOs (some term them USOs or 

Unidentified Submersible Objects), one was tracked by the U.S. Navy near Puerto Rico in 1963 and 

frequently since then. On a training maneuver, a sonar operator detected an object traveling at over 

150 knots! The technicians tracked this object for four days and it maneuvered down to the 

incredible depth of 27,000 feet. Submarines of 1963 could not dive further than a fraction over a mile 

into the ocean deeps. What kind of submersible could withstand the tremendous ocean pressures? 

https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYW1hem9uLmNvbS9ncC9wcm9kdWN0LzE0NTAwOTUzM1gvcmVmPWFzX2xpX3RsP2llPVVURjgmYW1wO2NhbXA9MTc4OSZhbXA7Y3JlYXRpdmU9OTMyNSZhbXA7Y3JlYXRpdmVBU0lOPTE0NTAwOTUzM1gmYW1wO2xpbmtDb2RlPWFzMiZhbXA7dGFnPW9jMGEtMjAmYW1wO2xpbmtJZD01MmQzZDEzMzg1MWQxYWI0NDA1M2Q4ZGQwNjVhOWRlNA&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYW1hem9uLmNvbS9ncC9wcm9kdWN0LzE0NTAwOTUzM1gvcmVmPWFzX2xpX3RsP2llPVVURjgmYW1wO2NhbXA9MTc4OSZhbXA7Y3JlYXRpdmU9OTMyNSZhbXA7Y3JlYXRpdmVBU0lOPTE0NTAwOTUzM1gmYW1wO2xpbmtDb2RlPWFzMiZhbXA7dGFnPW9jMGEtMjAmYW1wO2xpbmtJZD01MmQzZDEzMzg1MWQxYWI0NDA1M2Q4ZGQwNjVhOWRlNA&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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And how could it overcome the tremendous resistance of water moving at such incredible speeds? I 

flew to Puerto Rico and interviewed several people who observed UFOs in a Lake on the Southwest 

corner of the country. 

(Note: We now know that may use a process called supercavitation) 

 
Many witnesses have reported huge cigar-shaped vehicles emerging from the oceanic hydrospaces of 

earth to take to the sky. In 1965, such an event was logged in the records of the Norwegian ship T.T. 

Jawesta on the 6th of July and in the log of an Argentinean ship, the Naviero off the coast of Brazil 

on July 20, 1967. The officers and crew could see a shining object in the sea no more than 50 feet 

away. It was cigar-shaped and about 110 feet in length and emitted a powerful blue and white glow. 

It ran silently and without wake through the water. It paced the Naviero for 15 minutes, then 

suddenly dived and passed beneath the ship and vanished rapidly into the great depths. 

07-17-1992 

Taking on Water 

They pulled their sail down to slow their boat to avoid a collision, but when the ship approached their 

boat they realized it wasn’t a ship. It was a UFO with a lot of lights on it. It was sucking water up 

into it and passed slowly within twenty meters of the boat, but the fishermen don’t think the UFO 

saw them. It just went by them about six meters above the water, sucking up a column of water 

almost as wide as the UFO. The water didn’t fall back into the ocean. The UFO went past them and 

disappeared in the distance.” 

08-04-1971 -Three vortexes came out from the sea and from inside them an object appeared.” 

07-??-1977 – Could see the water of the lake surging upward as if being sucked into the machine.” 

10-23-1978a -Column of water “hovered 100 feet high by 15 feet wide before falling fanlike into the 

sea” 

07-17-1992 – Same as 10-23-1978a “sucking up a column of water almost as wide as the UFO” 

04-26-1994– A center plume of water shot up to the bottom of the UFO. 

UFO “TAKES A DRINK 

Below the UFO the water began to chum. Mist swirled into the air. A center plume of water shot up 

to the bottom of the UFO. It was a waterspout. The UFO moved slowly to the left and I aimed the 

camera and took Photo 49. (See case 04-26-1994 –CF-) Ten to fifteen seconds passed while I stared 

at this amazing scene. Suddenly the waterspout collapsed. The UFO angled off to the left, climbed at 

a sharp angle, and disappeared into the hazy sky. This reference: UFOs Are Real And Here’s The 

Proof by Edward Walters and Bruce Maccabee, Ph.D., pp 56-57, 100-105 © 1997. 

 
For years witnesses have seen many types of UFOs cruising off the Palos Verdes Peninsula in 

Southern California. UFOs have actually been seen to come out of the water in the San Pedro 

Channel. In the early seventies, my friend Jim was on the boat returning from Santa Catalina Island 

to San Pedro Harbor when he spotted a low, flying disk cruise silently over the channel boat. The 

craft was so close he could make out every detail of its structure including the four hemispherical 

pods on its underside. 

https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXRlcnVmby5uZXQvaXRlbS5waHA%2FaWQ9MTkx&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXRlcnVmby5uZXQvaXRlbS5waHA%2FaWQ9NDE4&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXRlcnVmby5uZXQvaXRlbS5waHA%2FaWQ9MTkw&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXRlcnVmby5uZXQvaXRlbS5waHA%2FaWQ9MTkw&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXRlcnVmby5uZXQvaXRlbS5waHA%2FaWQ9NTQx&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXRlcnVmby5uZXQvaXRlbS5waHA%2FaWQ9MTkx&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
https://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=330&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXRlcnVmby5uZXQvaXRlbS5waHA%2FaWQ9NDE3&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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Strange blue-green lights have been seen in the water since 1989. In 1989, and again in 1990, 

witnesses have seen as many as 20 events an hour. One large light appeared to be as much as 100 

feet in diameter. This large light spawned babies no larger than 10 to 12 feet in length. These lights 

were seen to move swiftly under the ocean’s surface some 500 to 1,000 feet from the coastline in 

Abalone Cove. The hypothesis that these may be luminescent fish is discounted by a local marine 

biologist. These lights were too large and too swift to be fish. One of the lights was reported to have 

emerged from the water. 

Large numbers of dead fish are often noticed after the UFO is seen diving into or emerging from the 

water causing speculation that the propulsion system using high energy electrical systems kills the 

fish. On one occasion on February 19, 1982, on Lake Lacar, Argentina a UFO had plunged into the 

lake and shortly thereafter a large number of dead fish were observed. The dead fish were sent to a 

laboratory and the fish’s air bladder systems had been compressed by a shock wave. The rapid 

movement of the UFO may have been to blame. 

  

 
In 1992 a sea kayaker viewed an amazing sight off the Palos Verdes Peninsula. He was four or five 

miles south of Los Angeles when a waterspout suddenly formed some hundreds of yards ahead of his 

kayak. As he observed this spout, the forward motion of the funnel stopped, the curtain of light mist 

surrounding the waterspout disappeared and a rotating column of what seemed to be solid ice 

appeared. As the sun reflected off the rotating mass of ice crystals, it appeared to be a sight of 

extraordinary beauty. The height of the ice column was estimated at 100 to 150 feet. When the ice 

column collapsed back into the ocean, it created a whirlpool. After this amazing event, the kayaker 

paddled over to examine floating fragments of ice and found specimens of fish embedded in the 

frozen pieces. Thanks to Bill Hamilton & https://www.amazon.com/UFOs-Water-Physical-

Accounts-Eyewitnesses/dp/1450095348 

NAVY IS LIKELY PRIMARY ON UFOS 

 
There is indication that the Office of Naval Intelligence is primary in the UFO subject. The Navy and 

the U.S. Government has been aware of the ‘marine aspect’ of the phenomenon all along. It is much 

more likely UFOs come from the oceans rather than from planets millions miles away. If they make 

the trip from a planet they hide in bases on Earth that are often underwater. 

Air Intelligence Division Study No. 203 with the help of the Office of Naval Intelligence presents the 

first important clue that the Pentagon was well aware of the phenomenon’s marine nature. This 

document is one of the rarest documents in the national archives linking the Office of Naval 

Intelligence to any association with the investigation of the phenomenon and offers an early clue that 

https://www.amazon.com/UFOs-Water-Physical-Accounts-Eyewitnesses/dp/1450095348
https://www.amazon.com/UFOs-Water-Physical-Accounts-Eyewitnesses/dp/1450095348
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the study of the UFO phenomenon did not fall totally within the realm of the Air Force. The Navy 

could be more involved than the Air Force..? 

Recent reports by UFO researchers suggest there is an ongoing Navy effort to destroy any evidence 

linking the Navy to the UFO phenomenon. The reports of UFO sightings being edited out of ship’s 

logs, by UFO researchers, confirms a considerable naval sensitivity to the phenomenon. Researchers 

have also reported the naval archives in Seacaus, New Jersey appear to have been purposely 

sabotaged. Documents are missing and files have purposely been mixed chronologically thwarting 

researchers attempts to do meaningful research at this facility relating to the UFO phenomenon. 

Missing Naval Log Books containing UFO/USO reports, Brand New Log Books / Do not 

Discuss: 

 
Feb 1963, Royal Navy North Atlantic Fleet: 

After Tom witnessed the senior officer enter the UFO observations in the radar log book, their shift 

ended. Radar room personnel on the early morning watch ate breakfast and then turned in. Tom said 

he was awakened at 12:30 AM and ordered to report to the ward room, along with the five radar and 

sonar operators on his shift that morning. 

The senior officer proceeded to go over the events of that morning, asking questions about the radar-

sonar observations. He told the six men that their conversations were being taped and explained that 

until more was known about the unknown target, they were to remain silent about what they had 

seen. “Gentlemen,” the officer said, “We will remember that we have all signed the Official Secrets 

Act.” Although there were no threats, the implication was clear that to divulge anything to anyone 

concerning the tracking of the UFO would be considered a breach of security. 

When Preston came on duty once again at 2400 hours, he said he was surprised to discover that a 

“spanking new book” had replaced the radar log used the previous morning 

USS Reeves: 

All of a sudden I lost Sonar Contact like it was never there, but CIC still had it at last bearing with an 

abrupt positive altitude change. The chatter was look at the size of that thing. I went outside through 

the sonar door on the Port Side and visually saw a large moonlike shape that flew upward over the 

ship at a 60 degree angle and disappeared into the sky in seconds. I heard no noise from the object 

when it went over us. I saw a full moon that night on the other side of the ship, but it remained fairly 

constant give or take a few ship rolls. 

When we pulled into port a few weeks later, all records in the Bridge, CIC, and Sonar logs about that 

time were torn out. Whoever tore them out made one error, the pen imprint on the next page was still 

there. No one spoke of the incident again. 

 
USS Reclaimer: 

The F-14 went to full afterburner right off the deck, pulling a rooster-tail7 behind it. It rattled the 

ship severely as it went by. This USO thing pulled easily ahead of the jet, crossed the horizon in 

seconds while underwater… no visible wake. It just… I mean this thing was FAST. Well, we just 
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stood there. Wow, you know… what do ya say. We speculated about what it was. Guam told us it 

was a classified matter not to be reported or discussed. 

Carrier USS Kearsarge: 

The cameraman was able to get some photos, not sure how many, before they all took off almost 

straight up and out of sight. 

The cameraman turned the film into to his superior officer and was told to not ever mention it. My 

dad said he and his friend were asked about the incident by their NCO and also told not to ever talk 

about it. 

 
Sonar operator Account -British Destroyer Warship: 

One of Sanderson’s sources stated that no less than 13 craft recorded in their logs that their sonars 

had tracked this object. Allegedly, the unknown target continued to be tracked for four days as it 

maneuvered down to depths of 27,000 feet! (This must have been in the vicinity of the Atlantic’s 

deepest point — 28,374 feet below sea level — in the Puerto Rico Trench.) 

If the above story is true, nothing of known earthly origin can travel underwater at such speeds or 

maneuver at such depths. The fastest nuclear subs can attain 45 knots (52 miles per hour) and dive to 

around 3,000 feet. The bathyscaphe Trieste, with a specially constructed pressure-resistant hull, 

descended to a record 35,820 feet in 1960. However, it was incapable of maneuvering about. 

It is unfortunate that more than 21 years elapsed before the Preston case reached the attention of a 

UFO investigator. We have here yet another example of government UFO secrecy at work–this time 

a foreign nation, Great Britain. Largely due to his apprehension over potential repercussions if he 

revealed his experience, Tom felt compelled to keep his knowledge of the event to himself. Since it 

hadn’t occurred to him at the time that the radar log notes would be removed, he had only his 

memory to rely upon during our interviews. 

\  

USS John F. Kennedy: 

So we exited the Communications Center and went to the catwalk on the port side of the ship on the 

edge of the flight deck and we observed a large glowing sphere over the ship. It was hard to decide 

what size this thing was because there was no perspective. It was late in the evening. The sun had 

gone down, it was twilight, but it looked huge. 

After that, I talked to a few shipmate friends that I had on the ship. One in particular worked in the 

radar department and he was on watch during the incident. He told me that all the radar screens were 

glowing- and then nothing. They couldn’t detect anything on radar. We stayed up most of the night 

talking about it. 

We heard that the compasses were not working on the bridge and that the radar navigational system 

had gone offline. 

A few days later the Commanding Officer and the Executive Officer came on the closed circuit 

television system that we had on board. It was the only way that they could address the crew of 

5,000. He [the Commanding Officer] looked at the camera – and I will never forget this – and he 

said, “I would like to remind the crew that certain events that take place on board a major naval 
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combative vessel are considered classified and should not be discussed with anyone without a need 

to know.” And that was all he said. 

USS Edenton: 

During one of my scans of the night sky, out of nowhere, four red circular lights appeared. The lights 

where hundreds of yards apart from each other and formed a square. 

After relaying the contact information a second time, the four lights, in a flash, darted towards the 

horizon amazingly fast. The lower two lights in the square went first, with the top two lights 

following directly behind them in a curved swooshing motion and there was no sound. 

Next, after a half hour had passed since the sighting, the radiation detection system (gamma roentgen 

meter) on the bridge started making a loud clicking sound. At first, no one seemed to know what was 

making this sound then a very loud bell went off notifying us as to what was going on, we were 

being radiated. 

The captain stated not to log the instance concerning the radiation exposure and left the bridge. 

During the rest of my watch duty that night, no officer or enlisted person spoke of what happened, 

and also acted liked nothing happened. 

Submarine repair ship ‘The Volga’ ,October 7, 1977: 

“Were such reports made public?” 

Azhazha shook his head no. “At the time, naturally, they were classified top secret. Now we have a 

more open attitude in this country. We are able to talk about such things. On a few rare occasions I 

did publish some UFO information, but I paid for it under Leonid Brezhnev. The official reaction 

was very harsh, very negative. My career suffered as a result, and the directorship of a scientific 

group was taken away from me.” 

 
Captain of Navy R5D aircraft, February 8, 1951: 

Crew members and passengers witnessed UFO emerging from the Atlantic Ocean: 

When we landed at Argentia (Newfoundland), we were met by intelligence officers. The types of 

questions they asked us were like Henry Ford asking about the Model T. 

You got the feeling that they were putting words in your mouth. It was obvious that there had been 

many sightings in the same area, and most of the observers did not let the cat out of the bag openly. 

When we arrived in the United States, we had to make a full report to Navy Intelligence. 

I found out a few months later that Gander radar did track the object in excess of 1800 mph”. 

USS Curtiss (AV-4) Operation Castle, 1954 

From Table 60, operational activities during the Castle test series, DNA 6035F, 1 April 1982. Page 

341 is from the logbook of the USS Curtiss, Shot Koon 7 Apr 1954. 

Steamed independently in operating area BG 28-36-1. At 1138 anchored berth N-6, Bikini; at 1948 

left berth enroute to Eniwetok; at 2305 an unidentified luminous object passed over ship from bow to 

stern, yellowish-orange in color, traveling at a high rate of speed and a low altitude. 

The Curtiss was carrying components of six thermonuclear bombs assembled aboard by the scientific 

laboratory and detonated in the Marshall Islands at Eniwetok and Bikini. 

In August 1965, a crew of the Soviet steamship Raduga, while navigating in the Red Sea, observed 

an unusual phenomenon. At about two miles away, a fiery sphere dashed out from under the water 

and hovered over the surface of the sea, illuminating it. 
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The sphere was sixty meters in diameter, and it hovered above the sea at an altitude of 150 meters. A 

gigantic pillar of water rose as the sphere emerged from the sea and collapsed some moments later. 

In December 1977, not far from the Novy Georgy Island, the crew of the fishing trawler VASILY 

KISELEV also observed a doughnut-shaped object rising vertically from under the water. Its 

diameter was between 300 and 500 meters. It hovered at the altitude of four to five kilometers. The 

trawler’s radar station was immediately rendered inoperative. The object hovered over the area for 

three hours, and then disappeared instantly. 

The testimony of Alexander G. Globa, a seaman from GORI, a Soviet tanker, in June 1984, was in 

the Mediterranean, twenty nautical miles from the Straight of Gibraltar. At 16:00, Globa was on 

duty. With him was Second-in-Command S. Bolotov. They were standing watch at the left bridge 

extension wing when both men observed a strange polychromatic object. 

  

 
When the object was astern, it stopped suddenly. S. Bolotov was agog, shaking his binoculars and 

shouting: “It is a flying saucer, a real saucer, my God, hurry, hurry, look!” Globa looked through 

his own binoculars and saw, at a distance over the stern, a flattened out looking object. The UFO was 

gleaming with a grayish metallic shine. The lower portion of the craft had a precise round shape, its 

diameter no more than twenty meters. Around the lower portion of it Globa also observed “waves” of 

protuberances on the outside plating. 

The base of the object’s body consisted of two semi-discs, the smaller being on top; they slowly 

revolved in opposing directions. At the circumference of the lower smooth disc Globa saw numerous 

shining, bright, bead-like lights. a yolk color nucleus-like stain in the middle of it,. The top of the 

middle disc was crowned by a triangular-shaped something. It seemed that it moved in the same 

direction as the lower disc, but at a much slower pace. Suddenly, the UFO jumped up several times, 

as if moved by an invisible wave. Many lights illuminated its bottom portion. The UFO’s attention 

was distracted by an Arab dry cargo ship, on its way to Greece. The Arabs confirmed that the object 

hovered over their ship. Zagadki Sfinksa magazine (Issue # 3, 1992) Odessa, 
 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 

THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE HELD ON 19TH
 MAY, 2018  

SAME TIME, SAME PLACE. 
Our previous meeting was a success with a number of new people and we 

look forward to seeing you at our next one. There should be some good 

Skywatches ahead of us up here at Katoomba weather permitting. 

Meanwhile, there is a lot happening ‘up there’ at present so – 

Until our next meeting –Keep safe and 

Watch the Skies! 
Rex and Heathe 
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